LED signage lighting systems

Brighter signs ahead.

Welcome to our family
of innovation in
LED signage lighting.

“There’s a way to do it better—find it.”
-Thomas Edison

Only GE Current, a Daintree Company has the depth of experience that comes
from supplying over 60 million feet of Tetra® LED lighting systems across the
globe.
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Spreading the light.
Brilliantly.

GE Tetra® high-efficiency, long-life LED signage lighting systems deliver
best-in-class performance for channel letter, cabinet sign and border
lighting applications.
When compared with standard neon or fluorescent lamps, Tetra® LED
systems provide significant energy cost reductions, easier installation,
less frequent maintenance and more consistent brightness and
uniformity across your signs.
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We light the world.

For over 130 years, lighting innovations from GE
have changed the way we see and light the world—
for the brighter. Today, GE Current, a Daintree
Company, delivers high-efficiency, long-life LED
lighting solutions that illuminate signs, streets and
cities, promote brand visibility and ensure brilliant
operational performance across a wide range of
applications for years to come.

GE drives innovation.
GE LED solutions come from a lighting heritage that is
unsurpassed. We developed the very first commercial
LED in 1962. Since then, we have pioneered the use
of LED solutions into the global phenomenon and
the new universal lighting standard we see today.
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We build trust. We deliver peace of mind.
As one of the largest and most responsive LED companies in the world, GE is a trusted global brand. Our
renowned GE quality and reliability improve your ROI and lower your operational costs for complete peace
of mind. We have the know-how and technology to continue to innovate, anticipate your needs and guide
you into the future of lighting. Today.

We outshine the competition.
Here’s how and why:
• 130 years of heritage and customer satisfaction—the industry standard for lighting innovation.
• Robust, energy-efficient and cost-saving LED lighting systems that stand the test of time.
• Depth and breadth of GE’s global lighting technology: more than 60 million feet of Tetra® LEDs installed around the globe.
• Total GE reliability and performance—all backed by the most rigorous in-house testing standards in the industry.
• Unmatched R&D capabilities: we use our people, technology and expertise to solve the world’s most complex problems.
• A 50,000-hour rated life—your signs always shine bright.
• A 5-year limited warranty on most products.
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LED signage lighting systems

Channel Letters

GE illuminates
your brand.
Our Tetra® LED lighting systems use
OptiLens™ X, GE’s patented lens
technology that maximizes performance by capturing otherwise wasted light and redirecting it towards
the illuminated surface to create an
exceptionally uniform sign that positively reflects your brand.

We transform challenges
into opportunities.
For small, medium or large channel letters—indoor or outdoor—
our Tetra® LED systems are the industry standard for quality, reliability and innovation. Our Tetra® line is powered by our revolutionary 24V system, bringing this new, exclusive GE technology to
the signage landscape. Our latest industry innovation significantly
improves power supply loading over the previous 12V generation.
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Minimize costs with
our micro system.
Tetra® MS (Micro System) is the LED
lighting solution for channel letters as
shallow as 1.5 inches (38mm) deep and as
narrow as 0.5 inches (13mm) wide. The
24V Tetra® MS delivers bright, even light
across a large surface area, allowing you
to illuminate your signs with less LEDs,
reducing energy and maintenance costs.
Tetra® MS improves loading by 41%
compared to the previous 12V generation.

Our brightest solution
for small channel letters.
Tetra® miniMax is our remarkable 24V LED
system that delivers brilliant light, in a range
of colors, for small channel letters as shallow
as 1.5 inches (38mm) in depth. The Tetra®
miniMax lighting system outperforms, using
less LEDs for even greater savings in overall
system costs.

The smart choice
for medium channel letters.
Tetra® Max—the LED system for mediumsize channel letters—delivers incredibly
bright, uniform light in a range of colors,
installs easily and operates efficiently, driving
performance and lowering maintenance.

Powerful white light
for large channel letters.
Tetra® PowerMAX and PowerMAX HO
provide powerful white light in the largest
channel letter applications. OptiLens™ X
allows the lighting system to produce wide
uniform surface coverage across the sign
face. Improved stroke spacing yields greater
efficiency and reduced product costs.
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Roll out the savings with
this GE innovation.
Tetra® LED Tape is another impressive GE
solution designed for small spaces. It delivers
exceptional light output for small can depths
and installs easily and quickly for reduced
labor expense. Slim and flexible, it is ideal
for applications as shallow as 1 inch (25mm)
and includes a self-adhesive backing, making
assembly a snap. Turn on the lights and roll
out the savings.
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The cutting edge
of uniform brightness.
Tetra® EdgeStrip is engineered to install
easily around the edge of signs with a 3 to
6 inch (76mm to 152mm) can depth. Our
LED system delivers significant cost-saving
advantages over T8 fluorescent tubes.

Industry-leading efficiency
in an innovative design.
Tetra® EdgeStrip HO is 34% brighter than
standard Tetra® Edgestrip, vastly improving
brightness and uniformity across any sign
face.

LED signage lighting systems

Channel Letters

“There’s a way to do it better—find it.”

– Thomas Edison

GE Current, a Daintree Company, is continually striving for excellence.
One example of this is the recent invention of the 24V solution.
When compared to the 12V, the 24V reduces energy costs by an average of 27% while lowering your carbon footprint. It also saves, on average, 33% in materials. The 24V comes with a 10-year warranty instead
of the standard 5-year warranty. And at up to 160 lm/W, it is the most
efficient signage module system on the market.
When there is a better way, here at Current, we find it.
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Channel Letters
Tetra® MS
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With all-new OptiLens™ X
and groundbreaking energy efficiency

Tetra® MS —the 24V remarkable LED system designed for small channel letters as shallow as 1.5
inches (38mm) in depth delivers incredibly uniform light, installs easily and operates efficiently.
Tetra® MS is now IP66 and UL wet rated which makes it more robust and reliable than ever, even
under wet weather.

Powerful all-new OptiLens™ X

Tetra® MS features all-new OptiLens™ X, our patented
technology that allows for an incredible 165° viewing
angle. This exclusive technology redirects otherwise
wasted light to the sign face, making sure your signs
shine.

Best-in-class loading

The new 24V Tetra® MS loading improves 41% from
the previous 12V generation. Now load up to 85 feet
(25.9 m) or 85 modules of product per GEPS24-100U-GL
power supply.

Improved stroke spacing

The new 24V Tetra® MS stroke spacing has improved,
requiring less product, thanks to the new OptiLens™ X
wide beam angle.

Tetra® MS Features

• Wide 165° beam angle
• Improved luminous intensity
• Efficacy: 119 lm/W
• 24 Volt DC, Class 2 (UL), Class III (IEC)
• UL Wet Rated & IP66 - no separate enclosure is required
• 10-years limited warranty

Tetra® MS

Can Depth
Small
Medium

1.5-3’’ (38-76mm)
3-4’’ (76-102mm)

4-5’’ (102-127mm)

5-6’’ (127-152mm)

Coverage
6” (152.4mm)

10” (254.0mm)

14" (355.6mm)
17” (431.8mm)

Tetra® MS
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Channel Letters
Tetra® miniMAX
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With all-new OptiLens™ X
and groundbreaking energy efficiency

Tetra® miniMAX white — the 24V remarkable LED system designed for small and medium channel
letters as shallow as 1.5 inches (38mm) in depth delivers incredibly uniform light, installs easily
and operates efficiently. Tetra® miniMax is now IP66 and UL wet rated which makes it more
robust and reliable than ever, even under wet weather.

Powerful all-new OptiLens™ X

Tetra® miniMAX features all-new OptiLens™ X, our
patented technology that allows for an incredible 175°
viewing angle. This exclusive technology redirects
otherwise wasted light to the sign face, making sure
your signs shine.

Best-in-class loading

The new 24V Tetra® miniMAX white loading improves
38% from the previous 12V generation. Now load up
to 110 feet (33.5 m) or 220 modules of product per
GEPS24-100U-GL power supply.

Improved stroke spacing

The new 24V Tetra® miniMAX stroke spacing has
improved on average by 30%, thanks to the new
OptiLens™ X wide beam angle.

Tetra® miniMAX Features

• Wide 175° beam angle
• Improved luminous intensity
• Efficacy: 157 lm/W for the whites
• 24 Volt DC, Class 2 (UL), Class III (IEC)
• UL Wet Rated & IP66 - no separate enclosure is required
• 10-years limited warranty

Tetra® miniMAX
Medium
Large

Can Depth

Coverage

1.5-3" (38-76mm)

3-6.5" (76-165mm)

4-5" (102-127mm)

8-11" (203-279mm)

3-4" (76-102mm)

5-6" (127-152mm)

5-8" (127-203mm)

13-15" (330-381mm)

Tetra® miniMAX
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Channel Letters
Tetra® MAX
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Good things come in small packages
Our revolutionary Tetra® MAX LED signage modules have an all-new look. We’ve reduced the white
module size by 25%, which brings our industry-leading 161 lm/W to a wider range of applications.
And thanks to OptiLens™ X, Tetra® MAX has an improved viewing angle of 175°, ensuring perfectly
uniform sign face illumination. Get more light for less with Tetra® MAX.

Powerful all-new OptiLens™ X

Tetra® MAX features all-new OptiLens™ X, our patented
technology that allows for an incredible 175° viewing
angle. This exclusive technology redirects otherwise
wasted light to the sign face, making sure your signs
shine.

Best-in-class loading

The new 24V Tetra® MAX white loading improves 45%
from the previous 12V generation. Now load up to 87
feet (26.5 m) or 130 modules of product per
GEPS24-100U-GL power supply.

Improved stroke spacing

The new 24V Tetra® MAX stroke spacing
has improved on average by 37%,
thanks to the new OptiLens™ X
wide beam angle.

Tetra® MAX Features

• Wide 175° beam angle
• Improved luminous intensity
• Efficacy: 161 lm/W for the whites
• 24 Volt DC, Class 2 (UL), Class III (IEC)
• UL Wet Rated & IP66 - no separate enclosure is required
• 10-years limited warranty

Tetra® MAX

Can Depth
Medium
Large

4-5” (102-127mm)

5-6” (127-152mm)
≥ 6” (152mm)

Coverage

11-14” (279-356mm)

14-17” (356-431mm))
17-20” (431-508mm)

Tetra® MAX
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Channel Letters
Tetra® PowerMAX
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With all-new OptiLens™ X
and groundbreaking energy efficiency

Tetra® PowerMAX —the 24V remarkable LED system designed for channel letters as shallow as 4
inches (102mm) in depth, as well as cabinet signs, delivers incredibly uniform light, installs easily
and operates efficiently. Tetra® PowerMAX is now IP66 and UL wet rated which makes it more
robust and reliable than ever, even under wet weather.

Powerful all-new OptiLens™ X

Tetra® PowerMAX features all-new OptiLens™ X, our
patented technology that allows for an incredible 170°
viewing angle. This exclusive technology redirects
otherwise wasted light to the sign face, making sure
your signs shine.

Best-in-class loading

The new 24V Tetra® PowerMAX loading improves
128% from the previous 12V generation. Now load up
to 64 feet (19.5 m) or 96 modules of product per
GEPS24-100U-GL power supply.

Improved Stroke Spacing

The new 24V Tetra® PowerMAX stroke spacing has
improved on average by 35%, requiring less product,
thanks to the new OptiLens™ X wide beam angle.

Tetra® PowerMAX Features

• Wide 170° beam angle
• Improved luminous intensity
• Efficacy: 158 lm/W
• 24 Volt DC, Class 2 (UL), Class III (IEC)
• UL Wet Rated & IP66 - no separate enclosure is required
• 10-years limited warranty

Tetra® PowerMAX
Medium
Large

Can Depth

Coverage

4-5’’ (102-127mm)

14" (355.6mm)

≥ 6’’ (152mm)

22” (558.8mm)

5-6’’ (127-152mm)

17" (431.8mm)

Tetra® PowerMAX
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Channel Letters
Tetra® PowerMAX HO
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With all-new OptiLens™ X
and groundbreaking energy efficiency

Tetra® PowerMAX HO — the remarkable 24V LED system designed for channel letters and singlesided cabinet signs delivers uniform light, installs easily and operates efficiently. Tetra® PowerMAX
HO is IP66 and UL wet rated, which makes it more robust and reliable than ever, even under wet
weather.

Powerful all-new OptiLens™ X

Tetra® PowerMAX HO features all-new OptiLens™ X,
our patented technology that allows for an incredible
170° viewing angle. This exclusive technology redirects
otherwise wasted light to the sign face, making sure
your signs shine.

Best-in-class loading

The new 24V Tetra® PowerMAX HO load up to 64 feet
(19.5 m) in the tied configuration or 64 modules of
product per GEPS24-100U-GL power supply.

Improved stroke spacing
and installation

The improved 24V Tetra® PowerMAX HO stroke
spacing requires less product, thanks to the new
OptiLens™ X wide beam angle and increased light
output. PowerMAX HO comes with additional wire
length between modules that can be released by
cutting a cable tie, eliminating the need to make
connections between rows when used in cabinet sign
applications or multiple stroke channel letters.

Tetra® PowerMAX HO Features

• Wide 170° beam angle
• Efficacy: 150 lm/W
• 24 Volt DC, Class 2 (UL), Class III (IEC)
• UL Wet Rated & IP66 - no separate enclosure is required
• 10-years limited warranty

Tetra® PowerMAX HO
Medium
Large

Can Depth

Coverage

6-7” (152-178mm)

17” (432mm)

≥ 8’’ (203mm)

21” (533mm)

7-8’’ (178-203mm)

19” (483mm)

Tetra® PowerMAX HO
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Channel Letters
Select TX TM Gen 2
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Trusted technology with exceptional value

The second generation of the Select TX TM family offers a solution for your everyday channel
letter needs. Select TX TM features constant current technology, which ensures consistent module
brightness, from the first module on the string to the last. Now available in four different sizes
and three different colors.

Layout Guide
Letter
Size

Can Depth

Coverage

GESEV65-2
2-3" (51-76mm)

4-7" (102-178mm)

3-4" (76-102mm)

6-10" (152-254mm)

Medium

4-5" (102-127mm)

9-13" (229-330mm)

Small

3-4" (76-102mm)

Small

GESES65-2
Medium

6-10" (152-254mm)

4-5" (102-127mm)

9-13" (229-330mm)

5-6" (127-152mm)

12-16" (305-406mm)

GESEM65-2, GESEMRD-2, GESEMBL-2, GESEMGL-2
Medium
Large

4-5" (102-127mm)

9-13" (229-330mm)

5-6" (127-152mm)

12-16" (305-406mm)

≥6" (152mm)

15-19" (381-483mm)

GESEL65-2
Medium
Large

4-5" (102-127mm)

9-13" (229-330mm)

5-6" (127-152mm)

12-16" (305-406mm)

≥6" (152mm)

15-22" (381-559mm)

Select TX Gen 2
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Channel Letters
Tetra® LED Tape Gen 2
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Labor Saving LED Solution for Channel Letters

Tetra® LED Tape installs easily and quickly, slashing labor expense. Designed for applications as
shallow as 25mm, it includes a self-adhesive backing—which eliminates screw attachments, can be
cut every two inches, and is available with electrical connectors that make assembly a snap. Roll
out the savings with this impressive GE solution. For High Output lighting situations, Tetra® LED
Tape HO is now also available in white.

Quick and Easy
• Quick and simple installation
using clamp-on connectors
• Easy mounting with self adhesive back;
no screw attachments
• Can be cut every 2 inches (50mm) at marked points
• Electrical connectors available, no soldering of wires
• Applications: shallow channel letter,
backlit halo letter, routed acrylic block letter
• 3-year warranty
• IP66 with an enclosure
• 12VDC
• Available in regular and high output (white only)
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Total GE Reliability

To ensure every Tetra ® Tape installation will operate brilliantly for years, we perform the most
extensive, stringent testing in the industry. We test the LED, water and dust ingress protection,
sub-system and complete system at our in-house and independent laboratories around the world.
Validation of our designs, components, products and processes include high temperature, high
humidity and accelerated life testing.

Accessories
Description

Package Description

Jumper Connector

10 Per Bag

Lead Connector

Height

10 Per Bag

Tape Dimensions

0.085(2.2mm)

Width

0.315(8mm)

(8mm)

Length

16’4”(5m)

Height:

Reels/box
5
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Box Quantity
Ft/reel (m)
16’4” (5)

Ft/box (m)
82’ (25)

(2.2mm)

Width:

5

el:
gth of Re
Total Len

(5m)
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Cabinet Signs
Tetra® EdgeStrip
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The cutting edge of uniform brightness.

Tetra®EdgeStrip is engineered to install easily around the edge of signs with a 3 to 6 inch (76mm
to 152mm) can depth. Perfect for single or double-sided signs, Tetra EdgeStrip delivers moneysaving advantages over T8 fluorescent tubes while producing outstanding visual performance
that protects end-user brand image. Discover the new LED alternative that can handle shallow
cabinet signs —Tetra®EdgeStrip.

Improved brightness

Tetra® EdgeStrip is now brighter than the previous
generation, commanding attention to your customer’s
brand image. 300 lumens per foot (990 lumens per
meter) with the same loading - 36 modules/24V/100W
driver.

The OptiLens™ Difference.

Tetra® EdgeStrip uses OptiLens™, GE’s unique lens
technology which captures otherwise wasted light and
redirects it towards the illuminated surface to create an
exceptionally uniform sign.

Tetra®EdgeStrip
Even Illumination

Fluorescent T8

Shadows and Striping

T8 fluorescent tubes can create an unwanted “striping”
effect where the space between the tubes appears
darker. This visual distraction sends the wrong message
about your business, and undermines your overall
brand image.
Tetra® EdgeStrip
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Cover any angle or curved shape
with uniform LED light.

Tetra® EdgeStrip is designed to fit into the frame
of cabinet signs, meaning that curved, angular
or custom shaped signs can now benefit from
LED technology! Unlike fluorescent tubes, that
are hard to fit into unique signs and create
shadows and stripping, Tetra® EdgeStrip can
tightly follow the contour of the sign’s frame and
distribute uniform light to every inch of the sign
face. Protect the brand image of your business
by using Tetra® EdgeStrip LED lighting system in
your sign

Impressive Energy Savings.

When you make the switch from T8 Fluorescent tubes
to the advanced technology of Tetra EdgeStrip, you
give up some brightness for the exceptional uniformity
and impressive energy savings of LED. This superior
efficiency produces energy savings up to an incredible
78%. Imagine the positive impact that will have on your
bottom-line over the long life of the system.

Energy Consumption Comparison
15

Up to 78% Energy Savings

System Watts/Ft.

12
9
6
3
0
Tetra
EdgeStrip
®

Cover off

Cover on

Tetra® EdgeStrip Features

• HO ONLY: NEW heat sink to manage thermals.
• OptiLens™ maximizes the area of light
coverage by creating a narrow, uniform
viewing angle.
• Brighter than ever before.
• Robust design to protect against moisture,
dust and damage.
• 3M VHB™ industrial grade mounting tape
allows for greater convenience when installing.

Standard T8

T8HO

• Continuous wire through LED module uses IDC
connectors for maximum strain relief.
• Can be cut on wires between modules.
• Pre-drilled holes makes mounting easy.
• Overmolded design protects against moisture,
dust and damage.

Tetra® EdgeStrip
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The cutting edge of uniform brightness.

Tetra®EdgeStrip is engineered to install easily around the edge of signs with a 3 to 6 inch can depth.
Perfect for single or double-sided signs, Tetra EdgeStrip delivers money-saving advantages over T8
fluorescent tubes while producing outstanding visual performance that protects end-user brand
image. Discover the new LED alternative that can handle shallow cabinet signs —Tetra®EdgeStrip.

For a complete view of the products
you need for your design project
Visit the Tetra® Signage Design Tool. You can find
all of these lighting tools and more on the Current
website.
https://products.currentbyge.com/lighting-tools
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Border and Canopy Lighting
Tetra® Contour
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Complete neon replacement system

Tetra® Contour combines a flexible LED light engine with a rigid, optically diffuse extrudedplastic light guide that can be heated and formed to fit a wide variety of designs and applications.
Tetra® Contour LS (linear series) is the unbendable companion product used for creating linear
border lighting sections. Working together, these products comprise a complete LED system that
provides the classic appearance of neon and complements the unique design of any building.

Designed with environmental
responsibility in mind

This environmentally responsible LED lighting system
complies with RoHS standards. Tetra® Contour contains
no lead, mercury or glass, so handling and disposal are
less of a concern.

Flexible light engine provides uniform light and
can be used without light guide in low profile
indoor accent applications

Labor Saving Installation

Tetra® Contour installation is quick and easy using
low-profile mounting clips. It provides a bright, uniform appearance, seamless illumination and a wide 330° of light
output. Tetra® Contour LS comes pre-assembled and features a plug & play design that saves on labor and installation
costs. For each 8-foot (2.44m) length, simply screw in light guide mounting clips, clip Tetra® Contour LS into place, use
quick connectors to plug in the next section, and you’re done!

Range of Colors

With several brilliant colors of LED light engine and several vibrant light guides to choose from, designers can mix-nmatch components to easily create customized looks.

Vastly Superior Loading

Versus our previous products, improved Tetra® Contour features 103% greater loading, and new Tetra® Contour LS
delivers 137% greater loading—so more feet of product can be run off each power supply than ever before—providing
significant savings on material and labor costs

Durable Robust System

Designed using GE Six Sigma quality standards, the Tetra® Contour LED lighting system has a long life that delivers up to
five years of continuous 24/7 use. Impact resistant design helps eliminate excess shipping, installation and maintenance
costs due to breakage. It withstands harsh weather conditions, vibration and stress, and is backed by our 5-year limited
warranty.

Tetra® Contour
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Choose the power supply that is right for your job.
We rigorously test our designs, components, products and processes to Six Sigma standards to ensure
that Tetra® Power Supplies perform for years. Our complete line of 12 or 24 volt Tetra Power Supplies
include options for jobs of any size.

12V Systems

Key Feature

GEPS12-25U-EU

Rated for wet locations.

GEPS12-60U-GL

Global power supply
Universal Voltage

GEPS12D-60U

Dimmable power supply
0-10V Control
Universal Voltage

OT LED200CV12EMS GE

IP67 Rating

Products Usage
Select TX GEN 2
®

Tetra miniStrip
®

Tetra Tape
®
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24V Systems

Key Feature

GEPS24-25U-EU

Damp location rated.

GEPS24D-80U

Dimmable power supply
0-10V Control
Universal Voltage

GEPS24-100U-GL

Global power supply
Universal Voltage

OT LED200CV24EMS GE

IP67 Rating

GEPS24-300U-GL

Large lighting jobs with
Built-in junction box
Universal Voltage

Products Usage
Tetra 24V Channel Letters
®

GERLB Rigid Light Bar

Tetra miniStrip DS
®

Tetra EdgeStrip
®

Tetra Contour LS
®

Tetra Contour
®
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Official Distributor

To learn more about our family of innovation in LED signage lighting:
Visit:
products.gecurrent.com/eu/signage
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